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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the category of topological Abelian groups the coproduct of any family 
P&l exists; it is the (restricted) direct sum Cisl A, with an appropriate 
topology. Attempts to characterize this topology by describing a fundamental 
system of neighborhoods of 0 in terms of neighborhoods of 0 in the given groups 
Ai have so far failed except in special cases. In this paper we narrow the search 
a little by showing that some reasonable conjectures are false. 
For a countable coproduct of locally compact groups it was shown in [l] 
that the appropriate topology is the “rectangular” topology, which coincides 
(for all countable direct sums) with the “asterisk” topology of [4]. For an 
uncountable coproduct the situation is very different and we show that, in quite 
general circumstances, the coproduct topology, the asterisk topology, and the 
rectangular topology are all distinct. 
We also show that, although Ciol Ai is the union of the finite sums CieF Ai 
(for all finite F C I) an d is algebraically their direct limit, the coproduct topology 
on CiEI Ai is not, in general, the direct limit of the topologies on the finite 
sums. Results analogous to this for topological vector spaces can be found, for 
example, in [2, pp. 11-13; 3, pp. 98-991. 
2. DEFINITIONS OF VARIOUS TOPOLOGIES ON C Ai 
Let Ai (z’ ~1) be topological Abelian groups and let A = CiEl Ai be their 
direct sum as abstract groups. Then A is the coproduct in the category of 
Abelian groups of the Ai and we identify each Ai with its image in A. The 
existence of the coproduct in the category of topological Abelian groups can 
be seen by the following standard argument. Consider all pairs (B, 5) consisting 
of a quotient group B = A/N and a group topology Y on B (that is, a topology 
making B a topological group) such that the quotient map A -+ B induces a 
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continuous map Ai -+ B for each i E I. These pairs form a set S and we may 
form the product 
P= n B 
(B,FES 
which is a topological group under the Tychonoff topology. The quotient maps 
q(B, Y) : A -+ I3 induce a canonical group morphism 01: A -+ P, and oi is an 
injection because each of the Ai, with its given topology, occurs as one of the 
pairs (B, Y) (to within isomorphism). If we now give A the topology induced 
from P by this embedding, A becomes a topological group, and it is routine to 
verify that it is the coproduct of the topological Abelian groups Ai. We shall 
refer to this topology on A = C Ai as the coproduct topology, & . Clearly, 
& induces the given topology on each of the subgroups Ai and is the finest 
group topology on A with this property. 
We now describe some other topologies on A all of which induce the given 
topologies on the Ai . First, as a subgroup of niEl Ai , A can be given the 
topology induced by the Tychonoff topology. We denote this topology by Yv ; 
it is a group topology. Next, JJ Ai can be made into a topological group by 
taking as a fundamental system of open neighborhoods of 0 all sets niel Vi , 
where Vi is an open neighborhood of 0 in Ai . This induces a topology Y7 on 
A = 2 A, which is known as the rectangular topology. 
The asterisk topology & on A was defined by Kaplan [4] as follows. In any 
topological Abelian group, if v is an open neighborhood of 0, the set (x; x E V 
and 2x E V> is denoted by (l/2) V, and (l/Zn)V is defined inductively as 
(1/2)((1/2+1)P’). For x E Y, the number (X/V) is defined as the smallest l/2” 
for which x E (l/2”) P’ (and is 0 if x E (l/2”) V for all n > 0). Thus 
(x/V) = (l/2”) 0 x, 2X, 4X ,...) 2% E v, 2n+lx $6 v, 
and (x/V) = 0 o 2% E V for all n 3 0. Now if V = (VJiEr, where Vi is an 
open neighborhood of 0 in Ai, for each i, we define 
xEA;xiEviforalli,andC(xi/T/i) < 1 . 
iel I 
Kaplan showed that, as the Vi vary, the U(V) form a fundamental system of 
open neighborhoods of 0 for a group topology on A, called the asterisk topology. 
We generalize this by writing, for any positive real number p, 
U(P)(V) = 
! 
1 x E A; xi E Vi for all i, and c (xJV#’ < 1 . 
iel ) 
As the Vi run through a fundamental system of open neighborhoods of 0 in Ai ) 
for each i, the U@)(V) (for fixed p > 0) f orm a fundamental system of open 
neighborhoods of 0 for a group topology Y-(p) on A which we call the p-t+otogy. 
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To verify this we first note the following consequences of the definition 
of (x/V). 
(i) If x E WC V, then (x/V) < (x/W). 
(ii) If W + WC V, and x E W, then (x/V) < &(x/W). Hence, if 
W + W + .** + WC V (2” copies of W) and x E W, then (x/V) < 2+(x/W). 
(iii) If W - WC Y and x, y E W, then 
((x - r>/V) G m=4(4W>j (Y/W>>. 
Given fundamental neighborhoods V,‘, Y: in Ai, let Y = U(~)(V), v” = 
7W(V”). For each i, there is a fundamental neighborhood Vi C V+’ n V: and, 
putting V = U’@(V), we have V C V’ n V” by (i). Next, given V = U(“)(V), 
there exist fundamental neighborhoods Wi , Xi such that 
(2” copies, where n >p-‘) 
and Xi - Xi C Wi . Put X = U@)(X). Then X - XC V since, if x, y E X, 
we have 
c W-Q” < 1 and c (Y&W < 1, 
so 
It remains to show that if V = U’“‘(V) and x E V then there exists a fundamental 
neighborhood W = U@)(W) such that x + WC V. For fixed x E V, the 
index set I can be partitioned as I = F u G u H, where 
iEF if (xi/Vi> # 0, say (x,/V,) = Zni, 
iEG if (xi/Vi) = 0 but xi # 0, 
iEH if xi = 0. 
By definition of C Ai , the sets F and G are finite, and we have 
s = c (%/VJP = c (Xi/V,), < 1. 
ZSP id 
For i E F, we have 2”~~ E Vi for 0 < k < ni and we choose Wi so that 
2”(xi+~i)EV<foryiEWi,O<k<nn(.Then 
Ix@ (6-e + Yi)lVi)P < c 2-““1 = & (Xi/Vi)P = s 
dPF 
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whenever ya E IV< for i E F. For i E G, we simih~ly choose IV, so that 2%(x+ + yS) E 
Vi for yi E Wi , 0 < k < 12, where n is first chosen so that 2Pfl 2 2 jG\ (1 - s)-l” 
Then 
whenever yi E IV* for i E G. For i E I-Z, we choose Wi so that Wi + Wi + ... +
Wa C Vi (2” copies of Wi , where m is first chosen so that 2”” > 2(1 - s)-1). 
Then, by (ii) 
whenever yi E Wi and ZJieH ( yi/Wi)” < 1. Hence, for ‘or’ E W = ~J(~~~W), 
we have 
that is, x + WC V. (We note that Kaplan’s proof for the case p = 1 is deficient 
in that he assumes G to be empty.) 
3. COMPARISON OF TOPOLOGIES ON CA2 
We now have group topologies TV (Tychonoff), Yr (rectangular), Yz, = Yol 
(asterisk), 9”) (p > 0), and f0 (coproduct) on A = 2 A,, and there are 
some obvious relations between them: 
where Y < 9’ means that Y’ is finer than Y (but not necessariIy strictly so). 
When I is finite, there is only one group topology on A consistent with the 
given topologies on the AS , so all the above topologies coincide, and there is no 
problem. 
When I is countable, Yr = & in all cases (see [4, Theorem I]), and fir = 
Sa = Ye if all the Ai are locally compact (see [l, Proposition 1, Corollary]). 
It is not known whether the asterisk topology and the coproduct topology 
coincide on all countable direct sums. 
When I is uncountable, there is very little information. Negrepontis claimed 
in [6] that Ya = Yc always, but withdrew the claim in [7]. We show here that 
the claim is actually false, even for locally compact groups. 
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THEOREM 1. Let A, (i E I) be nondiscrete, Hausdorff, topological Abelian 
groups each possessing an open neighborhood Vi of 0 such that every nekhboyhood 
of 0 contains some (1/2”u)) U, . Let 0 < p < q and let I be uncountable. Then 
the p-topology on A = zip1 Ai is strictly finer than the q-topology. 
Proof. Let U, be as stated in the theorem and put U = U(a)(U), a 
fundamental neighborhood of 0 in the p-topology. We show that U contains 
no neighborhood of 0 in the q-topology. For suppose that Vi is, for each i, an 
open neighborhood of 0 in Ai and that U 3 V = U(Q)(V), that is, 
x, E Vi and C (xJV# < 1 
1 I 
+ xiEIJiandC(xi/U,)D < 1 . 
iEI ial I 
We can replace Vi by U, n Vi and so we may assume that Vi C US for all i. 
Observe that all the neighborhoods (1/2k)Vi for K = 0, 1, 2,... are distinct 
since, if two were equal, we would have (1/2”)Vi = Wi for all large k and 
therefore Wi C (l/2”) Vi f or all R; but this implies, by hypothesis, that every 
neighborhood of 0 in A, contains the neighborhood Wi , which is impossible 
in a nondiscrete, Hausdorff group. 
Now let F be any nonempty, finite subset of I, with 1 F / = m, say. Let N 
be the integer defined by 2N-1 < rnrlq < 2N. We can choose elements xi E 
((1/2N)v~)\((l/2N+1)Vi) f or i E F and then, putting xi = 0 for i $F, we have 
z (Xi/Vi)@ = & (Xi/Vi)' = 1 2-” < C n-l = 1, 
SF iGF 
that is, x = {xi> E V. Hence x E U, which gives CIGF (xi/ U#’ = Cicl (x,/UJp < 1. 
By hypothesis, there exist integers n(i) such that Vi 3 (1/2n(i9Ui , and therefore 
(l/27 Vi 3 (1 /2k+‘L(i9 U  for all k3 0. In particular since, for i E F, x, $ (1 /2N+1) Vi, 
we have xi $ (1 /2N+n(i)+1) Vi , that is, (xi/Q) > 2-(N+n(i)) > 82m-1Jq, where 
& = 2-(“(i)fl) > 0. Hence 
1 > c (xi/u,)* z
iEF 
and since F is arbitrary, this gives 
& V’ < I F Fn for all finite F C I. 
It is easy to see that this is impossible. For let 1, = (i E fi 8, > rnq-l-p-‘> for 
m = 1, 2,.... Then I = lJf,lm, since Si > 0 for all i, and q-l - p-l < 0. 
But 1 I, 1 < m, since otherwise Ir, contains a subset F with 1 F 1 = m and, 
for this F, 
gFSi” > m(mp-l-p-l)p = 1 F /Pig. 
Hence I is countable, contrary to hypothesis. 
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COROLLARY. If the groups Ai are as stated iti the theorem and I is uncountable, 
then the rectangular, asterisk and coproduct topologies on A are all difierent. 
It is worth noting the special case when each Ai is a copy Iwi of the real line. 
We may take the standard neighborhood iJi to be the open interval (-1, 1) 
in Iwi and we may restrict attention to neighborhoods Vi of 0 of the form 
{xi ; / xi j < $}. Then (q/v*) 1 ies between 1 xi/S, 1 and 2 j xi/& j and so the 
p-topology on C Iwi can be described by the fundamental neighborhoods 
U(p)(S) = (x; G 1 ~$3, Ip < l}. For p 3 1 this topology is therefore determined 
by the family of vector space norms I/ x 112) = (c j Xi/St \fl)l/n, for varying 
8 = {SJ. For p < 1 these functions are not norms, but the tapology is still 
defined by an obvious family of group norms in the sense of Markov [S], namely, 
the functions NY’(x) = C 1 ~$3~ jp. Thep-topologies all makex IX& a topological 
vector space and, according to the theorem, are all distinct when 1 is uncountable, 
although they all coincide when I is countable. 
The union of the p-topologies, for p > 0, is itself a group topology, and one 
might conjecture that this is the coproduct topology on A = C Ai , In fact 
this is not the case in general, as can be shown by a similar argument. Iff is any 
strictly increasing function on [0, I], continuous at the origin, with f(0) = 0, 
then one shows (as in the casef(f) = P) that the sets 
for E > 0 and Vi an open neighborhood of 0 in A, , form a fundamental system 
of open neighborhoods of 0 for a group topology Y(f) on A. If j(t) <g(t) for 
all sufficiently small positive t then Y(f) < Y-(g). So, for example, if we take 
g(t) = -U%, 4-l, we have .7(P) < Y(Y) for all p > 0. We claim that this 9-t*) 
is strictly finer than the union of the p-topologies under the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1. For suppose not. Then U(g) (U, 1) contains U(“)(V) for some q > o! 
and some V. The argument used for Theorem 1 gives, for any finite IJCI‘ 
with IF/ =m, 
1 > C g(4uJ > C (N + n(W, 
SF iEF 
where N, n(i) and xi have the same meaning as before. Since 2N-1 < ml/~, 
this gives 
C (I + 4-l log, m + n(i))-” -c 1 
SF 
whenever /F j = m. Now put 1, = {i; 1 + 4-l log, m + a(i) 2 m>. As before, 
I1,i <m.ButI=U;-,I, since m - 4-l log, m -+ 00 as m + CD. Hence 1 is 
countable, contrary to hypothesis. It seems likely that one can construct even 
finer group topologies by this method. 
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4. THE FI&ITE TOPOLOGY ON CA, 
Any group topology on A = ‘& Ai compatible with the given topologies 
on the Ai must induce on each finite sum A, = CieF Ai the product topology. 
We denote by Ff the$nite topology on A which is the finest opology inducing, 
the product topology on each A, ; that is, the open sets of rf are all those 
subsets of A that meet each A, in an open set of A, (with its product topology). 
The finite topology is, of course, at least as fine as the coproduct topology c , 
which is the finest group topology inducing the product topology on each A, . 
It was shown [l, Proposition 11, that J, r = flf if I is countable and all the A,- 
are locally compact. In general, however, fc # & or, what is the same thing, 
yf is not a group topology, as we now show. 
THEOREM 2. Let A, (i E I) be nondismete Hausdorff topological Abelian 
groups without small subgroups. Ij) I 1 > 2No then thejnite topology on A = Cipl Ai 
is not a group topology. 
Proof. By hypothesis, there exists a surjection $:I -+ i’W; we choose one 
and keep it fixed. Also, I contains asequence z’~ ,iz ,.. ,i, ,... of distinct elements; 
again we choose a fixed such sequence, and we define afunction g: I x I-+ N 
as follows. 
h-r > Jl = d(.i>(Y) for tfz N,jEl; 
g(i, j) = 1 if i#i, forallrEN. 
Now let Ni be, for each i, a symmetric open neighborhood of 0 in Ai containing 
no nontrivial subgroup, and let N = C Ni be the corresponding rectangular 
neighborhood of 0; it is open in the topology y$ . We construct a smaller open 
set X of rf by deleting from N the sets Cij (i, jE I), where Cii consists ofall 
elements ai + a, (ai E Ai , aj E Aj) such that there exist positive integers 
s, t < g(i, i) with sa, g Ni and taf 4 Nj . Clearly, Cij is closed in Ai + A5 C A, 
whence ui,j Cgj is closed in the finite topology on A, and X = N\U Ci, is open. 
Suppose that (A, y> is a topological group. Then there is an open neighbor- 
hood Y of 0 in A such that Y + Y C X. Since Y I-I Ai is open in A, , there 
exists, for each i, a symmetric neighborhood n/ri of 0 in Ai such that Mi C Y 
and hence iI& + A!& C X for all i, j~1. In particular (Mi + MT) I? Cij = ,D 
and so, for all i, j E 1, either 
sMi C Ni for s = 1, 2 ,..., g(i, j), 
or (1) 
tMj C Nj for f = 1, 2,..., g(i,j). 
Since the neighborhoods Ni contain RO nontrivial subgroups, we can choose 
integers 0 < n, < n, < n3 < .-. such that n,Mtr @ Ni, for r = 1, 2,... (where 
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Ii,) is the originally chosen sequence). Since + is surjective, there is an element 
j E J such that +(j)(r) = n, f or all Y. For this fixed j we have g(;, , j) = n, 
for all Y. But nl.lMi, q Na, , so the alternatives (1) give t-‘l&j C N, for 
t = 1, 2 )..., g(i, )j) = n, . Since n, --f CO as Y -+ 00 and .iVj is symmetric, 
this implies tlbfj C Nj for all integers t,which is impossible since Nj contains 
no nontrivial subgroup. This contradiction shows that (A, F$) is not a 
topological group. 
COROLLARY. On a real vector space of dimension 32”0 the weak fopdogy 
induced by the standard topology on the $nite-dim.ensionuI subspaces is not a gro@ 
topology. 
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